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access Reach or gain access to.
The staircase gives access to the top floor.

admittance The act of admitting someone to enter.
People were unable to gain admittance to the hall.

basket
Horizontal circular metal hoop supporting a net through which players try
to throw the basketball.
She dropped the letter into the waste paper basket.

box Put into a box.
He rummaged through a box of spare parts.

container
A discrete environment set up within an operating system in which one or
more applications may be run, typically assigned only those resources
necessary for the application to function correctly.
More containers can run on a server than traditional virtual machines.

crate Put into a crate as for protection.
Crate the paintings before shipping them to the museum.

enter Set out on an enterprise or subject of study.
Children can enter the data into the computer.

entry
Something (manuscripts or architectural plans and models or estimates or
works of art of all genres etc.) submitted for the judgment of others (as in a
competition.
The door was locked but he forced an entry.

furnishing
The instrumentalities (furniture and appliances and other movable
accessories including curtains and rugs) that make a home (or other area)
livable.
A large room filled with fine ornaments and luxurious furnishings.

hole Make holes in.
A fuel tank was holed by the attack and a fire started.
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indoor Relating to sports played indoors.
An indoor pool.

inmost Situated or occurring farthest within.

inner The inner part of something.
A test of inner strength.

inside The region that is inside of something.
The inside lane.

interior Located inward- Leonard Bernstein- David Denby.
The interior jungle regions.

internal (of a student) attending a university as well as taking its examinations.
The tube had an internal diameter of 1 1 mm.

intramural Forming part of normal university or college studies.
An intramural haematoma.

inwardly With respect to private feelings.
Inwardly seething he did as he was told.

lid An eyelid.
I ve got a lid for you to try on.

packet The contents of a packet.
I can eat a whole packet of biscuits in one go.

participate Become a participant; be involved in.
Thousands participated in a nationwide strike.

participation The act of sharing in the activities of a group.
The scheme is based on employer participation.

pocket Drive a ball into a pocket.
He pocketed the 8 ball on the break for a victory in the title game.

salver A tray (or large plate) for serving food or drinks; usually made of silver.

shower The apparatus in a shower that produces the spray of water.
She had a nice refreshing shower.

suitcase A portable rectangular container for carrying clothes.
Three huge suitcases and a plethora of hand baggage.

therein (formal) in or into that thing or place.
They can read therein what our plans are.

tub
Plant in a tub.
Plant them in drifts at the front of your borders tub them fill a window box
with them they go anywhere.

unpack Convert (data) from a compressed form to a usable form.
You can unpack specified files and directories.
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within Internally or inwardly.
Enquire within.


